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Pressemeldung: Bonfiglioli solutions for industrial applications:


The wider transmission range is around the corner

The Bonfiglioli Group has led the field in power transmission since 1956. After decades of success in mechanical applications, today Bonfiglioli is investing heavily in R&D and evolving towards mechatronics. In this area, Bonfiglioli can already deliver complete custom solutions, developed to meet specific customer needs. 

Bonfiglioli’s sales organisation covers 80 countries worldwide and through this network of factories, branches and distributors the Group guarantees excellent assistance and the highest standards of quality wherever it operates. 

Bonfiglioli’s range of gearmotors, drives and planetary gearboxes is the widest on the market and these top quality, integrated products can be tailored to meet individual customer needs and to provide the perfect solution for even the most complex projects. Convinced that innovation is an investment in the future as well as the basis for a consolidated market presence, Bonfiglioli has forged valuable partnerships with prestigious academic institutions and training organisations. 

Bonfiglioli’s model for success is based on an enormous capacity for technical innovation backed up by production and management processes designed to satisfy customer needs.
Bonfiglioli’s offering covers all areas of industry. The group is a one-stop shop for integrated and special solutions, and manufactures various families of products for widely differing applications: 
	Bonfiglioli Riduttori specialises in gearmotors and electrical motors for applications from 13 Nm to 1,100,000 Nm.

Bonfiglioli Vectron designs, produces and supplies inverters for almost all applications involving drive technology.
Bonfiglioli Tecnoingranaggi produces top quality precision planetary gearboxes that satisfy highly specific needs in a wide variety of industrial contexts.

Bonfiglioli’s success has been built on attention to customer needs, a commitment to innovation, the exploration of new frontiers, the rapid development of solutions and operational flexibility. The group therefore has every right to feel proud of the achievements of the last 50 years.
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